STANDARD FOOTPATH SIGN
130 POINT WHITE TEXT – ARIAL FONT
SIGN – GREEN BACKGROUND
WAYMARKER – YELLOW

STANDARD BRIDLEWAY SIGN
130 POINT WHITE TEXT – ARIAL FONT
SIGN – GREEN BACKGROUND
WAYMARKER – BLUE

STANDARD BYWAY SIGN
130 POINT WHITE TEXT – ARIAL FONT
SIGN – GREEN BACKGROUND
WAYMARKER – BRICK RED

ITEM | DESCRIPTION | MATERIAL | SIZE ETC
--- | --- | --- | ---
01 | DRIVE-IN – GREEN POST CAP | PLASTIC | TO FIT 60mm DIA POST
02 | OFFSET BRACKET (SEE NOTE 6) | ALUMINIUM | CLIP TYPE
03 | TEE SECTION CHANNEL (SEE NOTE 6) | ALUMINIUM | SMALL
04 | SIGN ARM | 12 SWG ALUMINIUM | FOR 60mm DIA POST
05 | UNI-CLIPS (SEE NOTE 6) | | |
06 | POST (SEE NOTE 6) | STEEL (GALVANISED) | 60mm DIA x 3000mm

NOTES:
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise stated.
2. Anti-vandal nuts to be used in all cases.
3. Sign to point along direction of the path.
4. The top 70mm of the excavation to be reinstated in materials corresponding to the ground surrounding the foundation or as specified by the Engineer.
5. All signs to be double-sided.
6. Post to be ‘PLASTIC’ coated green to BS14C39. Bracket, tee section channel and uni-clips to be powder coated green to BS14C39.
7. Where stated, the sign face is to be coated with JLM 1150 POF anti-vandal film or equivalent.
8. Logo to be supplied by Leicestershire County Council.